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4A Players Please
• ■; Girls All Enjoy Prof. Wright to Bobcats Down Bowdoin By F fi
Masquerade Dance Speak At Meeting
With Ojie-Act Plays
Touchdowns In One Sided Contest
of Boston Alumni
7

''Spinsters of Lushe ', "Where the Cross is Made"
and I he Wedding" give varied entertainment— Holbrook stars
By Edwin M. Wright

. we en play, it is well adapted to so
spooky a season. With two madmen
The excellent reputation of the and a woman whose nerves a-e
English 4-A Players was more than taut to the point of breaking to set
sustained by the performance of the tone of the picture, the play is
three one-act plays which they gave tar from pleasant; nothing hut
in the Little Theater last Friday. j words of praise, however, can be
Like the evening itself with its al- found for the performance itself.
ternation of starlight and shower, It is difficult to conceive of a por'the program was a combination of rayal of Nat Bartlett more dreadI lie very light and the very somber: *ul >' faithful than that of Clyde
"The Spinsters of Lushe'' by Philip Holbrook. '34. His Nat wan a man
Johnson and '"A Wedding" by John , actually warped In body and mind,
Kirkpatrick as contrasted with the with an eerie laugh that made the
almost gruesome "Where the Cross audience shudder audibly each time
Is Made" of Eugene O'Neill.
it shrilled from his hideous person.
The contrast was further empha- Nat's father. Captain Isaiah Bartsized by the appearance of the stage. lett—Henry
LaVallee,
'33—and
Whereas the O'Neill play was pro- Nat's sister Sue—Marjorie Briggs.
jected against a setting of black '32—were sufficiently- pathetic to
hangings that
accentuated the add to the atmosphere of gloom,
gloom of the cabin-like home of stretching the nerves of the aumad Captain Bartlett and his even dience still more. Bernard Drew,
madder son, the scandalized spins- '34 made of the part of Doctor Higters of Lushe and the flurried prin- gins the calmly interested physician
cipals in the wedding of Miss Alice that the part demanded. Even in a
Crayson performed before a back- mediocre performance Nat would
ground of cheerful hue.
have been the center of interest; in
The first play
this he was magnificently- the hero
The first of the plays. "The of the piece.
•
Spinsters of Lushe" proved to be
Comedy
relief
an amusing picture of five maiden
After such a scene farce was
ladies of eminent respectability,
proud if their single and unspotted | welcome; "A Wedding" supplied
blessedness. The action takes place I the relief in generous quantity. The
about 1890; it makes one wonder groom's lost collar button became
the decade was ever called the : aumost as important as Desdemo"Naughty Nineties" if these live I na's handkerchief. One by one memdelightful ladies of Lushe are ty- ■ bers of the wedding party zestfully
pical. Their sly peeps through cur- ; offered ineffective aid; Orimer Bugr
tained windows, their horror at the I bee. '32 as the best man; Abbott
were thought of familiarity with ': Smith. '35 as the groomsman; Marthe rougher sex. their very modest i garet Perkins, '35 as the groom's
school for scandal based on slender ! mother; Russell Milnes, '34 as the
circumstantial evidence would indi- ■ bride's father; Elizabeth Fosdick.
cate that Lushe was safely removed ! '35 as the bride's aunt. Margaret
from the contamination of the new ; Hines. '32 made the bride a creaI ture winsomely patient until profreedom.
The costumes of the ladies evi- ) voked into being winsomely irritadently borrowed from several diffe- ' ted. The groom—George Orestis,
rent layers of the nineteenth centu- '35—was at all times genuinely nary attic, the prunes-and-prism man- tural, a likeable chap, though anners, the lines—and yes, the ladies' noylngly unhurried.
For those who watch the 4-A
"lines"—were sincerely amusing to
the audience, so much so, in fact, Players with sustained interest,
that it demanded all the self-con- feaful lest each out-going delegatrol of the spinsters to keep them tion will spell the decline of the
group, there is ample feeling of
from joining in the laughter.
The Miss Charlotte of Barbara confidence for the future because
Lincoln. "'-a. the Mi-- Laatitii pf of the upland Id ability ,sbnwn i>v
Charlotte Longley, '35, the Miss Ali- the Heelers who participated in the
cia of Charlotte Cutts, '33 stand out plays. The work of Ruth Benham.
because they bore the major burden '33 in directing "The Spinsters of
of the play and gave splendidly Lushe", of George Austin. '33 in
vivid personations. Poor Miss Rosie preparing "Where the Cross Is
■as portrayed by Evelyn Kolfe, '33 Made", and of Margaret Hines with
had no chance because of her domi- "A Wedding" is further evidence of
neering sister Alicia. The Miss Lucy the success of student coaching.
The management deserves praise
of Rebecca Carter. '33 and the maid
Phoebe—Grace Gearing, '35—help- for the effectiveness of the stage
ed effectively to round out a de- pictures. Let us hope that when we
lightful pictur eof other days and get the new little theater (?). it
will contain a revolving stage, that
other ways.
| the wait between 1890 and 1900
Clyde Holbrook stars
Although "Where the Cross Is | shall not have to be taken so liteMade" was not intended as a Hallo- | rally.

BATES DEBATERS WIN
FOUR CANADIAN DEBATES
The Bates embassy of good will:
Frank Murray 14, Randolph Weaiherbee '32 and Prof. Brooke Quimby, returned Sunday from a euc•eseful trip through the Maritime
Provinces. The team left Lewiston
(itober 25th on a tour to four of
Hie Canadian colleges; Dalhousie at
Halifax. Kings College at Windsor.
Nova Scotia. Mount Alison, at Sackville. New Brunswick and the University of New Brunswick at Fre■lerickton. The first debate was held
at Dalhousie Tuesday night on the
Btiject of Russian recognition. Bates,
upholding the negative, received a
111-92 decision from the audience.
The satme subject was used at Mt
Alison two nights later. A group of
judges here awarded the decision to
Rales. Bates favored the emergence
of women from the home at Kings
College and at the University of New
Brunswick. At the former institution the decision was given by jud-'-. at the latter by two judges and
ihe audience vote. In both instances.
a victory wae awarded to the affirmative.
Report line spirit <>r friendliness
The Bates team reported a fine
•-liirit of friendliness and hospitality
at all of the -colleges. In each place
the president of the institution presided at the debates. To the surprise
°f the Bates men, the audiences
*ere large despite an admission fee
at all of the debates. Canadian debating, the team felt, was much the
same is in the states. Conditions
varied from college o college as they
«o here. Mt. Alison, the holders of
the Maritime championship for ten
»ears, showed the highest degree of
organization.
,
The trip was a success not only
in
the good showing made by the
Bates men but even more in respect
t0
the increased friendly contacts
*lth the Canadian colleges. The trip
"Bade two years ago by representatives of Williams and Wesleyan under the auspices of one of the student federations was so unproductive
°f favorable feeling and pleasant
relationships among the colleges
concerned-that the Bates team has
reason to be proud of its achelve"■ents. Bates through this trip is
c
arrying on the old tradition of its
-eadershlp in international! debating.

Debating Squads
Well Organized
For Busy Season
The debating squads are now well
organized for the season. Now that
the teams are back from the Canadian and Vermont trips. Prof. Quimbv is preparing for encounters with
various New England
colleges.
Groups a.re working on the proposition of League of Nations membership for the Smith and Brown debates. An international debate is
planned for December with free
trade as the subject. The women are
to meet Middlebury December 17
on the recognition of Russia.
The junior varsity is to make its
first appearance of the year at Dexter next Tuesday in an exhibition
debate in Unemployment Insurance.
The team making the trip is to be
picked from the following freshmen: John Dorrity, John Khouri.
Robert Lawrence, Walter Norton
Powers MacLain, Bond Perry, and
John Pierce. The junior varsity will
make other trips to Maine high
schools later in the season. They
are also to debate a team from Manchester, N.-H. High Schocj), in December.
.
•:<>:—
*

Phi Sigma Iota
Initiates Members
At a meeting of the Bates Kappaj
chapter of the Phi Sigma Iota, held
Tuesday evening, November 3, in
Hathorn Hall, six new members
were Initiated into the organization. They are: Blanche Cassista,
Grace Page, Emily Finn, Dorothy
Sullivan. Inge Von Mueller, and
Walter Wikinsstad. The aims and
purposes of this honorary society
for romance fanguages were explained to the hew numbers and
tentative plans were made for the
papers which are to be read at eubjfiquent meetings of the club.

The Student Government Association, with the cooperation of Miss
Dora Roberts, gave a masquerade
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXMOQCMJ
dinner at Rand Hall, Thursday. Oct.
29. The conservative old walls of
Professor Edwin M. Wright, head
:•:
Rand creaked with the shouts and of the English I ipurtmi :it. is to be
laughter of the fantastic group. the speaker ai the Boston Bates
:•:
There were bathing beauties, de- Alumni Club gathering, which will
:•:
mure litle girls with dollies in their be held at 8:IB P. M. Friday. Nov. fi.
Thursday,
Vm.
.">—Brand
Taarms, pajama clad figures. Spanish I ^ lB6 university Club in'Boston!
Bj ROGER DKI5BY
ble.
senioritas. verdant freshmen, and The President of the Alumni Club ix
there was present even one young Emeraoo Whitman, of the class or
Saturday. No-. 7—W. A. A.
Haw. Horey'a Bobcat squad showlady from the sidewalks of New 1900. an I the Secretary is Felix
Ili;;li School Play Day.
ed great offensive Btrenght to ride
York.
roughshod over an outclassed BowCutler 11.
Wednesday. Nov. I I — Bates
After dinner the group danced in
j( dei" teem at Whittier Held lasl Sais • olby—Watcrvillc.
On
the
afternoon
of
Saturday.
Rand gym. until 8:30. Lucienne
Friday, Saw. 20—Hound Table. X turday, winning by five touchdowns.
Blanchard, Amy Irish, Arlene Skil- Nov. 7. Professor Wright will ada I But Bowdoin is deserving of much
Wednesday, Nov. B8—Thank.— H credit, for With a makeshift team.
lins, and Betty Wilson gave special- dro-'i the Hair Alumnae gather!
giving
Recess.
ty acts. The prize for the most ori- He has not yet definitely h
K weakened by injuries and inferior
ginal costume was awarded to Ruth what the subjects of these two XXXXX:-:X:-::-:X>::-:XXXX:-:XXX:-:XXXXK in ability, they Fought Hates on
Benham who came as raggedty Ann. addresses are to be.
even terms through the first quarter, only to fall spent before the
overwhelming power and numbers
of the Hates playerHaies dominated the game in every
other respect, its squad ot thirtyone pllelng up 17 Bred downs
against 7 for Bowdoin. Most of
Bowdoin's first downs were due
passes and penalties against Bate
most of them for off-side.
Fumbling on the pail of both teams
marred the play, and several drives
by the Garnet team were interupte.l
more by the loss of the ball than bj
the defense bf the Bowdoin line. At
least four marches that were well
underway were cheeked by fumbling, and two more touchdowns lost
by pass revolvers who. with i
fields ahead, let good passes slip
through tleir hands.

Coming Events

:■:
:■:

:■:

:■:

j

:■:

period be skirted right end tor :::.
yards and another touchdown.
The second period also saw another two touchdowns, one by
Sprafke who bucked through the
line for 6 yards, and the other by
Soba
who with White crashed
through the Bowdoin line, to block
a Ricker punt and fall on the bail
for a touchdown.
Bates weak in extra points

Chronic weakness was displayed
in gaining points after touchdowns.
for not only dit Valicenti's kicks all
go wild but the two forewards re,1 to, were also grounded.
With the exception of Bowdoin-.*
brief opening threat, the whole first
quarter was given over to a punting
duel, between Capt. Ricker and
Cal Chamberlain. Bowdoin's gain in
the exchange punts, will without a
doubl tempt Morey to put in plenty
of work with his pigskin kickers
before the Colby game.
•Joe" Murphy and Jekanowski
were always to be reckoned upon by
the Bowdoin attack. Time and time
aeain the Bowdoin backs were
nailed for a loss before the offense
had started to form.
Bowdoin's line looked pittifully
weak. seemingly just hanging on for
the last whistle to be blown. Bilodeau and Milliken for Bowdoin
king's running sensational
stood out over a weak line and to
them is due credit for keeping the
"Brudr' King stood bead an I score as low as it was.
shoulders above all other player'
on the held and I his fleetfooted
Bowdoin passes
halfback personally accounted for
three touchdowns. Running hard
Late in the game in a desperate
and fast with a high knee motion, attempt to prevent a shut-oul. Bowducking, dodging, and weaving, King doin started a series of lateral pasgained yard alter yard tor the Hob- ses which carried them down to the
cat.
Bates eight yard line and Ricker
King's longest, if not most spec- threw a pass to Hubbard, with a
tacular run was made in the very litle Rain just as the whistle blew.
Although Coach Morey used alBra) play Of the second quarter
most ihree complete elevens. Bates
wlen he took the ball on the B
31 yard line, slanted off left tackle was always in command of the si• -1| 1 toward the sideline. and then tuation except for a short time in
outran several Bowdoin men to the first period. In fact, so many
score. After a 88 yard drive in the were played by. the Garnet mentor,
third quarter, King took the ball that none with the exception of
off right tackle for five yards and Kins stood out as individual stars
Coiiinned on page 4 column fi
a touchdown. Again in the third
fVl . .Alii

Have you Forgotten yet.'
Wot the world's events have rumbled on since those gagged rlaj
Like traffic cheeked awhile a1 the crossing of city ways;
And tin* haunted gap in your mind has filled with thoughts thai How
Like clouds in the Hi heavens of life; and you're a man reprieved i.( go,
Taking your peaceful share of Time, with joy to spare.
But tin' past is just the same,—and War's a bloody game
Have you forgotten yet.'...
Look down, and swear by the slain of the War that you'll never Forget
Do you remember the dark months yon held the sector at Mamets,...
The nights you watched and wired and dug and piled sandbags OD para pel-, '
Do you remember the rats; and the stench
Of corpses rotting in front of the front-line tnench,. . .
And dawn coming, dirty-white, and chill with a hopeless rain?
Do you ever stop and ask. "Is it all going to happen again .'"
Do you remember that hour of din before the attack.. . .
And the auger, the blind compassion thai seized and shook you Hen
As you peered at the doomed and haggard faces of your men |
Do you remember the stretcher-cases lurching back
With dying eyes and lolling heads,—those ashen-gray
Masks of the lads who once were keen and kind and gaj .'
Have you forgotten yet?....
Look up. and swear by the green of the spring thai you'll never Eorg
SBIGPRIED SASSOON.

Bates Round Table Politics Group Students To Meet
Will Meet Friday Chooses Members For Convention
The BATES ROUND TABLE will
Held In Buffalo
hold its first meeting of the year.
The annual election of members
Friday evening, November 6, at
Chase Hall. There will be a novel
program consisting of songs which
will be led by Prof. G. M. Robinson,
with Mrs. Norman E. Ross as pianist
The committee in charge is composed of Prof, and Mrs. R. R. N.
Gould. Mr and Mrs. C. Ray Thompson and Mrs. Blanche W. Roberts.
The Bates Round Table is made
up of one hundred and ten members.
The purpose of this organization is
to have the different members of
the faculty and administration speak
on subjects with which they are
conversant and with which the
audience is not. Nine programs have
been arranged for the year and the
speakers are as follows: Dr. Rayborn L Zerby. Dr. William H. Sawyer, Prof. Blanche T. Gilbert. Mr.
Harry W. Rowe, Miss Florence Hale,
President ot the National Educational Association, Mr. L. B. Costello.
and Dr. Arthur N Leonard.

Y.W.C. A. Bazaar
Elects Officers
At a recent Student Assembly of
the women. Rebecca Garter, '33.
was elected assistant chairman of
the Y. W. C. A. bazaar. She and
Christine Stone, '32, the chairman,
are now working on the general
plans of the bazaar. The date has
been set for December f

\

-J

:■:

:■:

of the Politics was held recently.
Those elected from the Senior Class
are Robert Carter, Parker Dexter,
John Carroll and Leonard Milieu:
the juniors elected were Bertram
Antine. Vincent Belleau. Herbert
Jensen, John Roche and Donald
Smith.
These new members, all of
whom are majoring in history, government, sociology or economics,
were elected on the basis o/ interest
shown in political affairs VUd on
their capacity for carrying on the
work of the organization.

Sine the year 1SS7 every student
generation has had one opportunity
within its four years to participate
in a great national convention «X
students and.leaders for the purpose
of considering world ueed6 and of
the Christian message to answer
(hone needs. The chance for the
present generation is just at hand:
from December 30, 1931 to January
3. 1932 in Buffalo, New York there
convenes the Eleventh Quadrennial
Convention of the Student Volonteer
Movement of the United States and
Canada.
An attractive group 'of speakers
will he pr» sent at the convention
to give more expert advice on the
world problems. Pageants, plays, and
reception) are also scheduled.
Bates people interested in going
to the convention as delegates are
urged to notify Edith Lerrigo or
Howard Page. Plans are being made
to make possible the trip for Bates
Many songs have been submitted
to the committee on the New Song delegates at a mlmimum cost.
Contest. A great degree of interest XK:<KXXXXXXKXXXX>KXXXXXXXXX
is being shown in the contest, and
The Varsity Play to be given
many excellent songB are being received. The final date of the con- j{ December S» and 10 will be
test has been changed from Novem- X "Grumpy", Margaret Hines,
S *fl8, Provident of the 4A Play
ber 1 to November 15.
It is desired to have songs origi- X en announced yesterday. Tryto the entire college
nal, but this is not absolutely neces- C ent.s, open
ke |iiac e Saturday after- X
sary. The comnvttee in charge hopes g will take
noon atit 1:30 O'clock in the 5
that more songs will be submitted
Little Theater. Cyril Maude
in time for the final date. The comstarred in "Gruinpj" on Broadmittee is compi'-" ! ol C. J. Winsway last fall.
low "93, Lincoln J. Kjys 'Ol. Ralph
G Winslow '05. Lillian Randlett XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Whitman '1!. and SeldauuT Crafts.

Song Contest to
Close Nov, 15

i

V

:■:

Brud King runs wild scoring three touchdowns
Murphy, White, Sob?, and Jekanoski StarCoach Morey uses three teams

'>4

r&ul Porter To
I Senior Girls Have
Address Meeting
Sabattus Party
Of T In Chase
Over Week-End
Cutting Club scored another suc'STOPPING THE NKKf WAR" ceas as iis overnight, cabin party
win be the subject of an addreaa by tor senior girls held at Sabattus
Paul Porter of ihe League tor In- Cabin Unit week-end. Varying a little
dustrial Democracy to MI open meet-1 from the mountain climbing expeing of the Bates College "T" in ditions of the previous weeks sponCB ae Hall ai 7:30 on November 4.1 sored by this club,
this too wan
Pan! Pouter hi ;i well-qualified unanimously
pronounced "great
and forceful speaker. As Field Sec- fun".
retary of the League for Industrial I Tin- group, under ihe solicitous
Democracy iitnoe 1928 be has visited eye of Professor .Va'.msley. and
scores ol colleges and civic forums! loaded clown with knapsacks and
throughout the United States. Mr. blanket rolls, .left c.imp'is at one
Porter has returned in America after, o'clock Saturday afternoon by way
several! months .-pent In a first hand of the Sabattus trolley car. The ride
9tndy of social and economic prob- ended al Sabattus and a three mile
lems in Japan, China. Russia, Ger- hike completed the trip to the cabin.
niiiiiv. and England.
There was plenty of work to be
During ihe summer of 1930 Mr. done — wood-chopping, going for
Porter mads an extensive investiga- milk to a nearby farmhouse, and
tion of I'liemiiliiyment in the steel cooking supper—.so that the remills, factories and shops ol I'enn sulting meal was welcomed by eight
and New Jersey.
in previous man-sized appetites.
years lie was in the midst of the
Play guinea in evening
dramatic textile strikes in Qastonla,
The evening was spent playing
Marion, and BMeabethton, as the
Southern representative of the games, and as it began to get chilEmergency Committee for Strikers lier and suggestive of warm blankRelief and as a correspondent for et-, a council was hald to decide
the "Nation" and the "New Leader". which tour should sleep on the beds
Mr. Porter is a frequent contributer and which on the floor. The taMe
to many liberal magazines. He is co- was decided without bloodshed and
author of "Am I Getting an Educa- an uneventful night followed—thai
is. uneventful except for a few comtion".
Paul Porter's own Baivensity days plaints of the cold which were soon
at Kansas have not long passed. He remedied by some shifting about
Sunday morning found the girls
achieved distinction as a debater, j
editor of the University daily and of j true daughters of Hathorn boll
for seven o'clock found them up and
a lively journal "The Dove".
for breakfast and a hike to
While Mr. Porter's treatment of ready
cave. After a steak and onion dinthe subject will be partisan, it can- ] the
the party packed and set out
not help but be good for the cause ner,
1
" Sabattus just in time to catch
Of same thinking. As those who j I?
heard Mr. Porter speak last year the trolley back to campus.
The new stove
well know he does not arouse the j
antagonism that others handling the ' Xcii ,n be Toi gotten! in the sucsame subject with less enthusiasm cesa or the trip are Professor Walmsand clarity might. Students and
new sleeping bag. and the
towns people are all welcome.
initiation of the. new stove which all
report.- declare a tap notch ammendment to cabin parties of the future.
Those present on the trip were:
Professor WalnWey. AJthea Howe.
Rosemary Lainber!«on,
Margaret
McBride. Rebecca Cousins, Margaret
Bateman. Inge von Mueller, and Elsie Seigel.

Joe Roman's Band
Coming to Bates
For The Cabaret

The Junior Cabaret, hist formal
dance of the year, will be held in
Chase Hall ou Saturday evening.
November 21.
Joe Roman's orchestra of Portland, and formerly of Pennsylvania,
has been engaged to furnish the
music. This orchestra has recently
been filling theatrical engagements,
and so will, undoubtedly, be well
qualified to furnish the fifteen
minutes of entertainment which is
scheduled to come about the middle
of the evening. Last year this orchbslra played at the Sophomore

i

Hop. and again at the Ivy Hop. proving very satisfactory on both occasions.
The ehaperones for this dance will
be Mr an I Mrs. II. W. Rowe. and
Mr and Mrs. Norman Ro-s. President
and Mrs C. D. Gray, Dean Clark,
and Professor Robinson, have been
invited as guests.
The number has been limited to
ninety couples, and reservations may
be made with( Vincent Kirby at 3
West Parker.
Freshmen will be interested to
know that co-education ruiles will
not be In effect'on the evening of
the. 21st. and that they may come to
the dance.
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EDIT10B - IN - CHIEF
Valerv Burati. '32
(Tel. 1056)
Publishing lOffi.-e Tel. 4490

MANAOINO EDITOR
KWi-n H. liu.tin. '32
<T»1. 1882)
General News Fditor
William Dunham '32
iTel. H41--1 I
Sports Edltoi
Parker Mann, '82
(Tel. 768)
IntercolleiUte Editor
Mary Hoajr, '32

Students favor
Disarmament
By Norman MarDonald
European student bodies are no
longer distinctive in their interest
and active participation often times
in national as well as international
problems.
American colleges and
universities are witnessing a broadened sphere of interest and activity
on the part of their youth.
A wave of sentiment on world
!:. armament and international goodwill Baa spread ove% our educational
Institutions. Here in Maine student
opinion 83 felt to be strongly in favor of reduced armaments, (iroup
discussions '<" the subject are being
held on Bowdoin. Colby and University of Maine campuses. Kates also Mas had an undergraduate in,,.: . tual attitude strongly developing In thifl particular phase of world
affairs.
sitiiiciii Council formed
As a Daatter of tact so rapidly !e

BUSINESS MANAGER
Bobert LoBoyteaux. '3'i
(Tel. B8S64J
Women's Editor
Dorothy Fug;e, '82
(Tel. 32071
Debate Editor
Shirley Cave. '82
(Tel. 3207)
Women's Atheletics
Alihea 1!.«.. 12

EDITORIAL STAFF
Samuel Nc-olnik. '81
Prank Byron, '33
Martt.-iret Bateman. "■'■'Dorothy Staples, '88
Roger Derby, '88
Muriel Bllaa, '82
Klinor
Williams, '33
Mildred
Hollywood.
'33
Vestn P.rov n. "82
Kenneth Wood. '33
Aimee Irish, '81
AflCMta Ci.lii-H. 82
Marjorie
Bennett, '34
Lucille
Jack,
'33
Bertha W. Oritahell. ■'■- Florence James, '88
Nanry Crockett, '34
Parker .1. Dexter, ':>Doris
\V.
McAllister, '34
Thefana
Kitlredge.
'3:i
Koliert Manaon, '32
Prank Murray, '34
t'livr Rnowtoa, '88
Koaamoiid N{choU, »2
Thomas
Musurnvc,
'84
]l..i-.,lh\ il'Hara, "33
Eliz.-ibwli Seiarel, '32 (
Albert Oliver, '34
Dawn Or.utt '33'
Randol|>h Weatherbee, 32
Theodore Seamon, '34
Aliee Plirintcton. ".'>','
Helen Aahe, '33
Margaret Banlett, '33
Ruth Benham, '311
MANAGING
DEPARTMENT
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT
Vincent Belleau, '33
A. .1. I.iithrini. -IT., "S:I
Nathan
Milbury, '34
Kdwarrl WllraOt, '88
.lohn Hanley, '84
Harold E. Smith. Ml
Isidore Arik '34
Charlm Whipi.le, :!4
Jamea Balano, '31
FACtTLTY ADVISEE AND AUDITOE
Prof. Perey D. Wilkins

sentiment and action forming in the

a.h.«rir.iinn S3 tin oer '■■" '"> »d»*nee.
Binata Oopiaa, Ten CenM
Written' Notice "' rhange of address (should be in the hands of (he Business Manager
one mat before Ihe issue in whi.-h the caaafe is to occur.
rrhe Kditor i- responalble for the Sditorlal colomn and the general policy ol •he
Hanaglng Editor of all the articles in the News Oolumna.
paper and th>■fember of New Bojiand Intercollegiate Rewapaper .Association.
Published Wednesdays during the College Year by Students of Bates College.
■Altered I
•'■nd class mailer m ihe past /office at Lewiston, Maine.
Printed !•> '-e Messa^.-r Publishing Compony, LoariafOB, Maine

THE NEW STUDENT
for
In transferring the contract
printing" The Student l" a new job
printer, wc Jo 80 with u!l appreciaprinter
tlon for the iting friendship many;
■student generations have had with
BilBO
our former contractors, ant
with anticipation of an sqnaJlrl
valuable friendship with
the establishment which now
publishes
for us. the new Slit lent.
The change o( priatew is in line
with The Student administration's
program to put the college paper
on a sound financial standing, and
the change was made largely hecause of economic reasons.
But aside from pressing financial
determinants, we hope that our newly established connections with Le
Messager Publishing Company of
Lewfeton will serve to cooperate the
attitudes and efforts of town and
gown. We hope, too, that The Student may build up a greater circulation in the immediate community.
Included in the new policy will be
an effort to make Tlie Student serve

as tlie official intlrlocutor betwe :i
students and community mertlianis.
To the student suite cribers and merchants we would suj-gest the thought
that, as a group, tie Btndens C0H8titute a tremendous buying power in
bewiston and Auburn, and we would
rail the attention of our Bill)
u I
to those business hoin ■ • whl
I
vertise in our column.*. Wc as* that
students patronize the merchants
who have established conn ;ioi,
with The Student, and who because
they see fit to advertise in this paper, are prepared to handle the needs
of students in a special manner.
The first few issues '. of this renovated and enlarged 'paper, will
necessarily be printed on regular
news print until the publishing company finds it possible tol lay in a
stock of special paper suah as Student readers have been alfjustomed
to. We hope that the new')Student
is more satisfactory, in its important
phases at least, to OUT readers, and
would welcome suggestion ok criticism from any some whatsoever.

matter on the llati 1 ca-mpus that a
student Council on World Disarmamen has been formed by four prominent
college organizations
to
l
:■ and d?velop student opinion.
,
inps behind this movement
are the two "T" cabinets and the
two politics clubs. The council drawn
from members of these organizations
for• the purpose of encouraging and
■eetlng the h en interest in world,
]:!•!■
disarmament found spreading thru
our student body comprises Kdilh
Lerrigo.
Mildred
Moyer. Donald
Smith. John Carroll, and Norman
MacDonald.
The first project of this council.
In- date ol which is soon to be announce.I. is Ihe Molding of an open
meeting for the purpose of free disensain and dissemination of the
facts of
International armaments
ration.
At this'meeting
Edith
Lenign and Donald Smith will present the leading arguments for and
against world disarmament in ten
minute speeches, to be followed by
an open forum.
This evidence ol read thought and
serious attention to matters other
tba.'i those ol our own limited sphere is indicative of an earlier intellectual maturity among college students and is certainly to be stimulated as la •: a • possible.

! tRCOLlttfelATE

Pepys
Through
The, keyHolew

The Vermont Cynic in speaking of,
the recent
debate between
their
eam and "an old and perennially in:,:'::„ rival", meaning our own
Urn describes Brooks Quimby as
••the best known debate mentor in
New England". There can be no argument against this decision.
If a photographer is secured for
the Inter-fraternity Ball at Lafayette
I College, anyone attending the Ball
will be able to have a picture taken
of himself and his partner. Some: Mings lie for "M" books!

By Uncle Sam IVpys
Approximately seven days ago.
We set a new standard lor the column. . . The acme <>f degeneracy
And it is essential Hint we attempt
to maintain this exceedingly Ion
standard... So we are now dispensing with much Of the dirt
. (Filth)
. . . In favor of that other variety
(Gossan* Scandal, etc.) . . . You Coeds will understand
- Alice strolling thru the "Woods" near I.ibbty
A,M11(St escaped Hie old eagle eye.
ayjji^ sees „||. . . Hears all. . Ami
knows nothing. . .
A friend (?) of Chick's tells me
that the latter
worships. Romiie's
portrait... Especially on fuli-moonish nights. . . When ha poses in
front of her charming likene-s. . . .
and raves deliriously over the fascination; of a glorious and ecstatic
love. . . And while on this subject . .
Hallucination and the like. . . Jo
Francis Murphy rendered... (Meaning, lo tear apart)... His theme
oils.-. "My Wild Irish Rose"... fl
the way to Brunswick... Then H
rose. . .

The sophomores could
not put
■ \inii over on Stephen
Crane,
the author of the "Red Badge of
Courage" when be was a freshman
:,- Lafayette College.
When
the
hazing sophs bnist
into his door
they were greetfd by Crane, deathly
with a revolver in his hand.
Mi . i'. - to add. they withdrew.
Some policemen are so ignorant.
For instance, one turned in a riot
call to subdue four hundred Ohio
Wesleyam University sophomore and
;.i -liman
women.
because he
ouldn't tell the difference between
i:■!; on the girls faces and blood.
The liatt! ■ was over a familiar mater. Che frosh refused to wear their
; i;] lii innai caps.
Inmate- ol San Quentin, Cal.. State Prison, may enrole as extension
BtndentS in the University of California tree of "harge. A suggestion has
been made that maybe they will be
, peii.l. d and sent
home
for a
couple ol weeks if they cot enough

Two Bates People Ar«
On Local School Board
Included on the School Board of
the city of Lewiston, are two Bates
people, one a professor and the
other an alumna.
Prof. Percy D.
Wilkins of the Bates Mathematics
ifepartment is just starting his se20nd year of the Board as a repretentative from Ward 2
and Mrs
Helen (Hilton) Googin, 15 of 28
Wakefleld Street, i
first year as a representative from
Ward 1.
College students, the greater percentage of whom are interested in
the school system in Lewieton, and
who go to class in buildings almost
adjacent to the new, beautiful high
s-.hool erected by the city last year,
are gratified that they are unofficially represented on the Board which
determines the policies of education
in Lewiston.
The other members of the Board
are the Messrs. Greene. Isaacson,
Belanger, Verreault, Robert, Gagne,
Roy. Crowley, Ouellette, Philippon.
and Grenier.
Mrs Goo-gin, who was born
in
I.ewiston, matriculated at Bates in
the fall of 1911 and graduated in
1915. She in a member of the local
-chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, and in
her career at Bates distinguished
herself in many and varying fields.

She served as assistant to prnr
Gould in Government in her eeni0t
year as well as assistant in ,],
department of Geology. In journal.
ism she served as Alumni Editor „•
The Student, and in music, as (.
Club pianist. Polymnia. Buknk
Seniority, Die Deutsche Gesellschafi
were clubs of which she wae a mem.
ber Other activities in her senloyear included the class vice-Pr(s|.
"dency. Senior Exhibition, and cia,>,
Day Historian. Besides her Phi Be;,
Kappa achievement,
outstanding
scholastically was her attainmej,
of the General
Scholarship Pnw
fo.r three years. Her majors wer(
History and German.
Prof. Wilkins, although a graduate I
of Bowdoin College, has been aj
teacher of Mathematics at Bate,!
since 1927.
He
graduated from]
Bowdoin in 1921, from which he'
went as instructor In Mathem.
Tufts College where he remained
until 1925. During the year 1SS41925 he studied in the Harvard
Graduate School, and for the n»n
two years at the Case School of Ap.
plied Science, in which he also acted
as instructor until the time he came
to Bates. He is a member of th»
American Mathematical Assoeiatioj
and Zeta P si Fraternity.

Tibbetts '32 is Davey Tree Man
Summer occupations
of
Bates
students are many and widely varied, but here is a new one—"tree
sitting" of a most useful sort. Tree
surgery has been the summer work
of Otis B. Tibbetts, '32, since 1927,
when he became one of the Davey
tree surgeons. He has worked on
the trees of the campus several
times during the last two years, advising the feeding of the trees and
pruning, apparently untroubled by
the dizzy heights of the tallest
campus elms.

months at home, followed by several
weeks'
preliminary
training aKent,
Ohio. In
the preliminary
work he learned how to take th»
precautions necessary
for
safety
and how to work with a rope. The
Davey tree surgeons are taught n
work sitting in a
rope tied in a I
slip-knot which can be loosened or |
tightened to allow movement or lo
prevent falls.

Graham crackers
and chocolate
milk were served after a Play Day
Man phases to work
for the incoming freshmen at Carnegie Institute. Possibly this sngTibbetts has had experience in
Works in eastern States
gestiou may be useful to refreshfour of the five phases of work
liii-o:
committees.
Doughnuts and
done by the Davey tree surgeons to
Tibbetts has worked in Ohio, New preserve and save trees;
cider must be nearly gone now,
pruning
York,
New
Jersey,
Pennsylvania,
having been served everywhere this
dying dead and deseased trees:
i
and
most
of
the
New
England
fall.
feeding trees whose natural food is
states. His most difficult and dan- sufficient in quantity for life, but
gerous
assignment
was
at
an
estate
Here is another new debating subnot for the growth of the trees; caject—for the collegiate circles any- at Pride's Crossing while he was bling with wire the trees which are
Socially active Senior takes a se- way. Resolved: that there is a San- working on
the
North
Shore
of
To The Editor of the St uda/t
weak structurally or those whitt |
vere tooling. . . A "gross" defeat. SO ta Clans. This debate was given by a Massachusetts, last summer.
fThe
to speak... And we now present a team of girls at the Massachusetts trees were white pines, 95 feet in have been split by violent stormy
spraving the trees for various in-l
'
„„.
/f
. , group picture of Frosh Stone
with branches only at the dects which are harmful to them.|
te College—as a stunt. Needless height,
If in 18C1 a nation engrossed in Rpading from !eft to right. Stone,
top.
It
was
necessary
to
ascend
the
economic pursuits, could not exist stone and stone
"Watch me to say. the affirmative won and re- trees by means of a rope swung and cavity work in which cavitiehalf-slave and ha/lf-free, how can a shake' that thing", he cried, as be r iveil a box of animal crackers for from one of the high limbs, or to are filled with cement so that the
tree may heal over the cavity anil
college in r.t:U absorbed
In
the approached the ricketv stairs to the their forensic skill.
swing to the pines from the bran- become whole again in a few years'|
quest of trutJi continue to be at ?Iaek.r0oni. . . Almus Thorpe sleepches
of
other
trees
near-by.
Safety
A Vermont senior in describing
once a champion of the past and a inf? jn Cheney Reception room.... her collegiate life at the Sorbonne depended entirely upon
his confi- time.
prophet of the future?
I ..Has the bell mounded?", he asked
During four years' work at tret
dence
in
himself
and
his
rope.
-iy- that "there are no hour exams,
How .ran a college boasting of no As ne rui,bed the blue eves re
r
Outdoor work and
travel about surgery, in which skill and care are
and oniy oral and
written "midsex di/tinction between its diploma-Lotted by the Sandman. . .
Tibbetts has
received
yea: .-" and "finals"—"No athletics the country were partly responsible important,
aispioBnts and glorifying religious
this was
for Tlbbett's choice of this type of only one slight injury:
whatsoever
enter
into
college,
as
the
freedom
consistently
deny
its
sons
j
they see horseplay, are! unquestionably fju
Those who are taxed,
Among the co-eds students go to college expressly to work. Special training was required: caused by descending a rope too
All the elttl
tion. But it is (-opinion ^*id daughters mental and physical
the justice of the taxes l4vi ed upon , out of proporti
• '
... Were INVITED to Moo Mrfjeod's study" Tl
The French have such plea- a correspondence course of several quickly, and was not a serious one
*»so™> .. ...K. 11^^ M[-ii'inev j-lia rgps are knowledge that, the money raided
(freedom as well?
■ .. vbddge -party*
A • -suspension" tag w.,v.
the "player control" method
by and so clothing and social function*
We must admit i: - Sal Alma
radeOMfctely explained. W*A generally this manner will not only be feed to
T bri.liio when the ilin began to ooze
are the only thingsi students can
J^ake no complaint. But when the repair damage done by an impromptu ter i.lay is in a sense Mall'-slave and ! . . . The ignorant "cur" who answer-!
Scot tie. a well educated Scotch which the players would run the cut down on. For those who have
lauds religious led. "lor Klyiin in I'bys. Ed... Never! collie, has guided his blind master games without having the coach on
taxes are really to raise funds for track meet, but will also g#to make hall-free, tor she
one thinfjl but are assessed under a other necessary dormitorv^-epaire or freed m in one breath and in the saw Oliver I'. riled before. . . "What to classes at the University of Chi- the bench to study and advise them to watch -their dollars, parlor da
and cigarette bumming are mor
different name, those upon whom additions for which a liaiited budget next she strictly enforces the archaic liig eyes you have Ethel".... "Thelcago, the University Of Kansas, and during the game.
popular.
Sunday blue laws! In this enlighten- better to charm you wiHi, you great, Columbia I'niversity.
they are levied are likely to .resent does not entirely alJ^w".
Professors are always discoverWe do not at jfll question the ed fall of 19S1, she shifts her -mo- big. gorgeous tiling"... lien White
this subterfuge, mild as it mig.'t be.
ing something! Prof. Laird of Colmachine
This editorial la directed at the desirability of iroking these other dern hi-sp^ed educational
Se\ Appeal on the hoof. . . Doc's!
A professor walked into a biology
In Spain they call bull-throw-rr
exorbitant dormitory breakage -ees non-specifiedysffditions or repairs. into high and enthousiastically steps chcvrdlel. . . An awful apology Tor a class recently with a short white coat gate University has discovered that Senors; here they call them Senator-.
pajamas
ruin
sleep.
m But we do^i^festion a .lack of candid- on the accelerator—but
she
leaves
which have appeared on the ter 1
Pennsylvania Punch Bowl.
car, . . Pushed for miles by a mere on. As he took his place behind his
plaining these breakage the brake on! And instead of rolling Ford. . . He claims I haven't "the long table,
bills of those students who live .A. .jess in
someone called
out,
The
American
dollar
has
risen
to
smoothly
along
the
academic
highthe term bill. It is our
a certain dormitory. The breakage !.■■whole truth, and nothing but the "Vanilla milk, please". This from a the value of $1.64 for everyone but
Last summer the combined Yalefees, quoted on the term bill as for. np|njon that the Bursar's office way with her free-wheeling sister truth", however. . .
Massachusetts campus!
the average college student accord- Harvard track team secured its Bixtb
she drives cautiously
"Track Meet in the hall" or words would hear no complaint whatsoever Institutions,
j
"
\,\
,
a on
Be
ing to the student leaders at B. U. victory over the Oxford-Cambril
rear never exceeding
to that effect, when compared with
Altho a nice girl shouldn't hold
At the University of Missouri, the
the costs necessary to repair the if these fees were reasonably ex- the 15 mile perhour limit set years a young man's hands. . . A nice girl director of athletics has agreed to Tuitions and food cost the student t-raeksters with a score of seven a
just the same (in our case more) a half to four and a half.
ago before the road to college began has to
minor destirnction caused by this i plained.
Comprenez-vous?
take produce—apples—corn, walnuts
to be popular.
Imagine Brud's woman
If we or chicken in place of currency for
Bates men cannot pass around a aren't taking too much for granted football tickets. Another advantage
football on the campus grounds on . . . Riding. . . Whils Brud was tear- from low prices!
Sunday—we might digress a
bit ing up the turf at the "fairest (somehere and say that Bates women can- thing) in the land"... Must now
Here's .something different. At the
The editorial opinion of The Stu- and sincere emotions, to lead the not dance off campus but we'll stick hie our gorgeous frames yon. . . For
University of Washington each studown trammels to our point and deplore the fart
dent is heartily in accord with the way in breaking
to cleanse the molars... Which reprinciples of Mr. Dunham's letter, and superstition, to what then, shall that neither Bates men nor Bates minds us. . . Spit is a horrid word . . . dent must pass a handwriting exam,
which is really signing your name
printed in the Open Forum column we look for leadership?
women can skate or play tennis on Rut it comes in handy when brush- before a group of special detectives
The students who would wish to Sunday!
this week. Last spring an effort was
ing the tooth . . .
to find out if it agrees with that on
made by the editor to learn the play fofHball for an hour or two on
For a concrete example let us
your pass book.
opinion of the college administration Sunday, or who would wish to play take last Sunday.
November the
Snowshoe still is in a base regardon the matter of harmless sports on tennis, to skate, to use the toboggan first. A guard was hired all day to ing his status. . . The lovely ear.
Ories louder than the rising hell
Sunday, and the salient reason giv- chute, would do so in all sincerity prevent any students from throwing rings Marjorie Boothby wore at t ba- reechoed throughout the region of
en by the administration was that and with a desire for play. Do they aroajnd a football on the college se Sat
Harrison Ql'QOnlauf, ami Beacon Hill, bringing the fire departan apparently ungodly activity on not have the right to expect an ground.;. At least three
times
I
the adminis- counted the attempts of actlon- his town girls.... Bay Mcfluskey, ment and police riot squad to Fox
the campus during Sunday would equal sincerity from
and his
Co-eds undressing in
D. The heroine of the hour
draw upon the college the anathema tration? The time has gone when yearning fellows to work out their Whittier. . . . Well, they do, don't Hall. aB. co-ed
who sleepily put her
of the public and the scandalized ire Sunday afternoon was a time for exhuberant muscles in a little exer- they?. . . We nominate Howard Pai- was
of an element in the alumni body, over-pious prayer, and those who cise with the informal pigskin—to ge to the office of the most conceit- foot into a "mule" In which was
such as opposed Chase Hall dances a oppose Sunday sport may as well no avail. So at last disgruntled, the ed man in college. . . Why?. . . . Be- concealed a mouse.
few years ago.
become reconciled to this fact..
sons of Bates retired
to their
The freshman girls at NorthwestNothing but concerted action on dorms—to study?—ah no—to enter- cause IK* actually locks that old ratOf course, this argument is not to
b? denied, for a college must steer the part of those students interested tain themselves with substituted tle-trap of his every time he parks ern University are rebelling because
a safe course between lagging in a new freedom can achieve any diversions of poker and promiscuous it in front of Rand. . . . Continuous- the dean is ordering them to bed by
10.30 P. M. The Dean already has
prudishness and
over-enthusastic result in this matter. Not only must date-hunting. Of course the retort ly.- •
her hands full curbing the upperprogress. If the public, through the the students corporate their efforts from the powers that are might be
For the approval of the Math. classmen who are trying to get perinnocent play of college students on to secure sanction for Sunday sports, that no one sees us playing poker
Sunday, were to get the opinion that but they must also concert their ac- or chasing dates via the telephone, dept.. . . We present a unique prob- mission to smoke in the dormitories.
The business men of Le wist on and Auburn, in every adverBates was an institution where un- tions to keep away outsiders in case so it can't be so harmful as tossing lem.... Merrill and his date drive These student revolutions certainly
due
North
at
a
speed
of
45
M.
P.
H.
cause
some
deans
a
lot
of
work.
religiousness was officially
sanc- such permission is granted.
tisement they place in our college publication, are making
around, a vile football in plain sight
The Student opens its columns for of some campus promenader who .... Flash Elliot and his passion
tioned, there might
result some
College of the City of New York
falling off of the annual enrollment discussion on this matter. It will , might be shocked My such irreveran- drive due South at 20 MT--P. H.. . And
a hid for your trade. They show interest in Bates College
stop in thirty-six minutes. . . . Both offers tostrnottoa in playing contract
of students.
I also send its "Yn
t° ce on the Sabbath Day. Q„<>(,"rat parties are gone three hours. . . Yet bridge. At Purdue University woBut we agree with Mr. Dunham j administration and faculty members demonstrandum! Perhaps it is—for
by supporting our campaigns.
Flash get? further than Richardson men are given the chance to attend
that exposed play fe fa,r better than asking their reasons for withholding policy's .sake—better
to
sin
in . . . Ten minutes to solve this one. . . a "charm school" in order to learn
concealed poker games or such their sanction of Sunday play. The private than to break with the oldMov- to hold a cigarette gracefully
other—-less harmless shall we say?— opinions of the Outing Club Directors fashioned past in public, but we are
Why has the limit been raised in and to avoid spilling cocktails on
Tell the merchants what you want, give them your
diversions. If we cannot expect an will also be solicited, since the Out- some who doubt it!
the Biography Club?... If you are their beet party gowns. Since we are
educational institution, to which so- ing Club must be primarily interestIn
the
other
Maine
colleges
such
business, and help them to bring standards up to the point
ciety looks for progress and the ed in opening the skating rink and blue lawn have long since been dust- caught red-handed. In- nonchalant . . judged by the impressions we make,
Tell thein If* merrtiroclirome
why not learn to make polished
liberation of mankind's true, honest, chute on a Sunday afternoon.
ed off and laid away among their Lester's dancing received a tremend- ones?
for which they are aiming.
-souvenirs. Now we don't ask for an ous ovation last Saturday. . . A very
ordinance abruptly letting down the special exhibition for a ilelegation
Colby College has developed a
bam to "Sunday exercise—that would from the Ntnnion Bird Club. . . (See first, class band which traveled to
be unnecessarily courting criticism last weeks issue) . . .
Bowdoin Saturday in a special bus.
A problem which has confronted
Certainly social and club life on from some of our elder supporters—
No doubt they made a hit in their
college administrations, including the Bates campus is in need of bet- but we do ask that the same method
And while We are at Chase
uniforms of white trousers and blathat of Bates, for some years, has terment; it is in need of specialists be employed that our states and While the orchestra was attempt- zers.
been the over-crowding of societies I who will give genuine leadership, cities have used—namely a judicious ing to play -'Dancing in the Dark". .
and social functions on campus, progress, enthousiasm; and not of lack of enforcement. Let us give Our Dean appeared to be dancing in
Colby is flighting a problem called
After a period of years during which overworked, over-clubbed membeirs our Sunday guard the afternoon her sleep. . . We won't swear to the
new clubs and societies are added, who merely attend meetings, and off—at least—we wonder, can he following; bit of news. . . As we re- "social suicide". The students want
and old ones are not discarded, the. go away at the end of the year with- paid to work on Sunday? for shame! ceived it direct from a confirmed an opportunity to be on a more "Coeducational" rather than a "Co-orsocial calender becomes surcharged' out leaving the club to which they.—and let us be allowed to use Sun- fabricator
But this individual dinate" basis. It seems that Colby
with meeting dates 6o that conflict, belonged stronger, better, and new-! day for a little healthy exercise in claims he has it on the best of au-f girls
is certain. Not only is the calendar er for their having belonged.
i order that we may live sanely and thorny... The fact (?) that Mrs. girls are lonesome for real comcrowded but the tendency is for
At the close of the college year normally on this day,made for man. Berkelman saved Prof Berkelman panionship with the opposite sex,
versatile students who are proficient last swing.
spring. The Student solicited The result will be clearer brains. from drowning. . . In Yellowstone. . and that the men of the college are
seeking companionship among the
enough in various fields, to be invited the opinions of club leaders on the more contented minds, and more; At the risk of her own life
The
into, and to accept membership in, value of the present system of so- scholarly zest for the Monday 7.40's. Carnegie Institute should be no- lower class girls in Watervillo, because bot the men and women of the
a number of clubs and societies.
cieties on the Bates campus. In a few
Mr. Editor. I shall be sorely dis- titled.
college are burdened down by rules
Membership in many clubs in it- weeks the Inquiring Reporter will appointed if this rhapsody in blue
laws and social regulations.
self is not a bad thing, but the solicit the opinions of present club doesn't stimulate the flow of ink pro
>'o doubt many of you are beeventual outcome is that the efforts, leaders on certain specified questions and
ui in this sheet of student coming bored with this idiotic column
A football strike among the B U
the faculties, and talents of
with the view of arriving at some opinion-^—and I would be relieved . . . r. - in en il.ee the Maine. . . Beadteam was threatened recently as a
dent who is in many small t
definite compromise whereby the to read your official judgement on ing this rot is by no means com- result of controversy between the
dissipated, and his influence
these Sunday blue laws.
pulsory. . And it may possibly pro- B. U. players and Dr. Rogers new
club life at Bates will be improved
tically dissolved without belt
Respectful'v.
vide a wealth of education. . .
and congestion will be lessened.
dean of Student Health and Physical
steering the status of things
WM. H. DUNHAM '32.
Uncle Sam Pepys.
Education. The dean wants to appTy
Cabaret November (be twenty and
first. . . After which Hie Preen will
inn rampant .... Due to the raising
of the ban OH Co-education
And
raising. . Pity the pood Bee.
He
spends ■-. I.IKKTIMI-: making Ills
w
"honey". . . «*»■*•
- sojourning. In
the .Maritime N-o'inces. . . Or is it
Merry Time?... Or perhaps Marry
Time???
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Bates Harriers
To Defend Title
in New Englands

tpeeted
place, but are «*^*°
"***..£
better showing
on Monda,
..itn
rriMM of such criibre
as Oils,
r.'inston. Boston. aa* aianOj-

Harriers
Carter To Give Frosh
Lose to Gorham
French Club To
Baritone Recital Last Wednesday Meet
On Tuesday

Matae Saturday, which is possible !"But highly improbable and if Bates
should beat
Colby,
there
would
emerge a tie for the title.
Bates
and Maine sharing the honor. But
without too
much
guessing
the
crown for this year wiit rest in Oro- j
no.

The
....= impromptu massed offerings I
.
,
Bates will .defend . her lone New
of the combined Bates and Bowdoin\ Popular Bates singer to f eature musical program
England championship in
Boston
The Frosh harrier squad will be
bands at the state track meet at I
•,' -yirnr n
i_i
-x.
~-~. ^^™,.^, n,nn{n
next Monday when her harriers comI'arker Mann—l-'.il it inorono last spring seems to have eewitn Miss Walkev, authority on negro music. . represented in the New Elgland Inpete in the 19th annual. N. E. InterA regular meeting of La Petite
tercollegiate
Cross-country race at
tahUshed a tradition or what. With
collegiate A. A. cross-country run
Poor little Bowdoin (and when some evident forethought, the two
Franklin Field, Boston, next Mon- Academic will be held Tuesday Noever the Franklin Park course. Eight we say little, we mean just that)
day. A yearling team has accompa- vember 10. at 7:00 P. M. in Libby
By Clive Knowles
other colleges will be represented- -has taken another one on the chrn organizations took their places side:
nied the varsity squad for the last Fnrum. The members of the proby
side
and
proceeded
to
entertain
The
baritone
recital
which
is
to
Bowddin, Holy Cross, M. O. I., North- to further the claim that they are
few years, and two years ago Cory- gram committee, Charlotte Cutts
the spectators with two lively numLa
be
presented
by
Sylvester
Carter,
'34,
eartern, Rhode Island, Tufts, Maine, experiencing one of the most disast- bers.
don Jordan won individual honors Rosamond Nichols, and Henry
one-act
the
16th
of
November
in
the
Bates
and New Hampshire.
rou6 seasons in history.
Vallee,
are
presenting
a
Chapel brings to mind the fact that in leading the freshman squads nlav and also several musical numAlthough graduation left only
Through his three contributions
in the student body we have a singer home.
"Oh To Be King For A Day" sang
two veterans, Bates has an outside
The team will be chosen from bers There will also be an imporwhose vocal ability has gained for
to
chance to .repeat. Possibilities for a the members of the Bowdoin back- against Bowdoin, Brud King bopped
those men
who showed up moat lant' business meeting in regards
into
a
tie
with
Peabody
of
Colby
for,
the
club,
him
the
attention
of
some
of
the
•
successful season were dimmed af- field as they turned to watch the
favorably In a dual run against the the new constitution for to
the
lead
in
scoring
honor*
in
the
attend
leading
musical
antists
of
the
counurged
ter losing state honors to
Maine, flying heels of the fleet "Brud"
this week. Last year All members are
State, each having counted four
try. Before coming to Bates, Carter, sophomores
two weeks ago, but the intrepid cross the goal-line.
the Bobkittens finished in sixth this meeting.
touchdowns.
Davan
of
Colby
and
who
was
attracting
attention
beHobcat hill and dalers once again
cause of his rich baritone voice, had
It took so long for the Bates sec- Robertshaw of Maine are next in
asserted themselves
by *. perfect
SNAPPY
with eighteen points each.
A Y T I M F.
an interview with Roland Hayes,
.score
against
Northeastern
last tion to finish cheering the injured line
Of the twenty-one players of I he
A N C E
famous tenor solist. Mr. Hayes sugweek. Maine, with a strong victory Bakanowsky that before the first was four Maine colleges who have broken
A strong Coburn Classical football
PORTSWEAR
over Connecticut Aggies and the completed a second was in order ae into the scoring column this season, K-asn eiiva:li'-.< flarcelon field Friday gested to Carter that he should acGRIFFON CLOTHES FOR Ml
state championship behind her, sees the scrappy little halfback had to be there aTe eight Bates men.
afternoon to engage the Bobkittens quire a cultural background for his
'Charge Account Seryire
nothing but New England laurels. carried from the field.
j in what promises to he one of the music, through a study of foreign
languages, and also that he should
Lewiston, Maine.
The real favorite, however, is New
Colby is not alone in wondering ; hardest games on the Froeh *che- engage in concert work while doing
109-111 Lilbon St.,
Bowdoin's backfleld behind a more
Hampshire. This is the team the
who
this
gentleman
Robertshaw
is'j
dule.
so. As a result the latter decided to
winner must beat, for Paul Sweet's powerful line might have gone pla- and where he has been keeping himThe Coburn aggregation is coachmen, second last year with several ces with Ricker and Gatchell doing self. Coach Fred Briee up at Orono | i this year by Larry Gates, Bates
veterans reinforced by two promising the lugging. It seems to be the fate seems to have played his ace card j e(
■■><), who ha.? enjoyed remarkable
to have ball
freshmen, point with pride to a vic- of the Polar Bears
at a most opportune time, as there j[success since taking over the reins
carriers
who
are
never
given
an
tory over Northeastern and especialwere certain intrepid souls who be- at the Waterville school. Starting
WE SPECIALIZE IN
ly to a fine showing against a strong opportunity to display their ability. fore Saturday's melee had dared to in as a powerful and high scoring
Ladies'
Furnishing—Gifts—Art
Needlework
Foster,
Johnson,
and
Chapman
of
reHarvard team placing third, eighth,
unit, the team has coasted through
cent Bowdoin teams are examples of favor Colby over Maine.
tenth, eleventh and twelvth.
Instructions Free
79
LISBON
ST.,
LEWISTON,
MAINE.
its
schedule,
meeting
with
but
one
Individual honors will
probably men who have had to make their
Cheer up. Freshmen! If you ever left sat, that at the hands of the
own
gains
without
proper
support.
be divided among Whitten, second
leave Bates for any reason whatso- University of Maine freshmen last
last year, and Jellison of Bates, De
ever, there will be opportunities for Friday.
Of courBe there is no foundation you to boast about yourselves as athMoulpied of New Hampshire, Booth
The frosh are out to chalk up
for
the
theory,
but
from
the
appearof Maine, and Gil-man of M. I. T.
letes etc. as you take your old school their third straight victory of the
ances
of
the
wide
open
space
on
the
Dave De Mbudpied was fifth a year
and its directors for a panning in season to mark the official end of
ago. Not alone is he the only man to Bowdoin side of the field it might your sports columns. Our depart, il the football battles on Garcelon
finish this year within a stone's be possible that some of the boys "Modest Morris" must have a ghost field his season.
throw of Pox and Hallowell. Har- deserted their Alma Mater to see writer or perhaps he has been sportvard's great runners, but he forced Colby and Maine fight it out at ing in some correspondence school.
ELM STREET
Bates 1904
them close to a record. Power in his Waterville. It would seem that the
proper
time
for
support
and
enteam will be added by
Andberg,
Northeastern may stop pitting its
Noyes, and two sophomore* who de- couragement would be when one's cross country teams against Bates
serve close scrutiny; Raduazo, fresh- team is battling away against odds in the future. Two perfect scons in
Compliments of
Due to an error, the list of new
successive years should be enough
man winner in 1930, and Blood. of all sorts.
to discourage even the most hardy. members of the German Club pubFrom Maine come Booth, Gunning,
Earle, Austin, and Osgood. The first
Charlie Bilodeau, Bowdoin's out- If the tie for first place counts as lisher in the last issue of the Studenr
played
himself much as an individual win, as it for incorrect.
gave Whitten and Jellison a scare standing lineman,
The Deutsche Verein wished to
LEWISTON
recently and lost to them by inches. out during the afternoon. He was should, there will be four new wearBates' hopes lie in 'the ability of helped from the field before the ers of the cross-country "B" as a. re- announce the correct list of new
Main Street
members: Bleanor Robie, Augusta
new men to collect three more places whistle for the half, came back for sult of last Saturday's rase.
SYLVESTKR OARTKR '34
Cohen,
Phylis Oilman,
Elizabeth
down in the scoring. She will rely the third period and finally had to
McGrath, Helen Parker, Mavis Cur- matriculate at Bates where it would
on Adams, N. E.
quarter mile retire late in the game.
It is interesting to know that Dr. tiSS, Helen Ashe. Deborah Thomp- be possible for him to receive a!
champ, Furtwengler. a veteran, CarA. year ago. it will be remember- Mabee's effective paraph tee of the son, Millicent Paige, Kvelyn Rolfe. liberal education at the same time
penter, a marathoner, Norman Cole,
Margaret Mo- that he would be getting his trainand Raymond, a promising sopho- ed, that Bowdoin rose to supreme Goepel account of the Good Samari- Marjorie Goodbout,
more. Greenleaf of Northeastern is heights in its battle with Maine to tan namely, "The Freshman who ri ride, R. H. Kroepsh, J. Stevens, ing in languages. Carter also took
the advice ot Mr. Hayes concerning
one whose running
will probably subdue the heavier and favored Fell Among Critics" was recently H. Jensen, O.- .Miller, W. Ray,
concert work, and last summer was
Scolnik, A. Ruegk. " Knox.
Bricemen If Bowdoin should beat published in The Vermont Cynic.
figure in the first ten.
spent in an extensive tour of New
England. During this 'tour he sang at
many exclusive resorts and artists
summer colonies along the coast of
Maine, in the mountain resorts of
New Hampshire, and on Cape Cod. He
was accompanied in these programs
by his brother Norman Carter, who
enjoyed an enviable reputation as
one of the leading organists in the
lVountry. However, the concert tour
Vas brought to an abrupt close the
Blank
Loose
fitvt Part of August by the tragic
deafi: of his brother.
_
oV AW own iV- „aru
Program l» be varied
Ruled
Although the program for his reWork
cital is not to be given out before
Blanks
the concert, it is to be divided into
to order
three parts which will include Bret,
a group of classic numbers; secondAll kinds of BOOK and JOB PRINTING executed
ly, a group of popular classical selection such as "The Volga Boatin a neat, prompt and tasty manner
man*; and thirdly, a group of negro
spirituals.
AUBURN, MAINE.
95 TO 99 MAIN STREET,
This concert by Mr. Carter pro"I'm certainly grateful for Lucky
mises to be a musical treat such as
Strike. It's a truly modern cigarette for
is rarely offered to members of the
college. He has given a number of
it gives me modern throat protection.
concerts previously which have met
with a splendid reception.
At the
And your improved Cellophane
National Convention of the Associawrapper is wonderfully modern
tion for the Advancement of Colored
Agents for the beautiful Gruen Watches
People in Springfield in 1928, he and
too. It opens without any coaxing
his brother were presented on the
DIAMONDS - - WATCHES
program with such men as John
— a flip of the little tab and there
80 LISBON STREET,
LEWISTON MAINE.
Haynes [Holmes, William Harrison
are my Luckies."
"the Lawd" of "Green Pastures",
Walter White, novelist, and other
men who are recognized leaders of
the negro race. They received a tremendous ovation for their fine musical ability, and since then Mr. Carter has been recognized as one of
the most promising young singers of
his race.
Mr. Carter is to be accompanied
by Miss Eva White who is an artist
A famous and beloved picture star while
of note in her own right, and who
has composed a number of widely
10% Discount to All Bates Students
still in her'teens—blessed with breathknown spirituals, soime of which
taking girlish beauty—could fate have
Canter will sing. She has had wide
A. G. LEVINE, Mgx.
experience in interpreting music and
been kinder to Loretta Young? She's
Bates, '23
her presence as the accompanist
the very incarnation of young loveliness.
should add much to the performance.
Lectures by Miss Walker
If you have not seen her in First
Compliments of
In addition to the vocal selections
National's "Ruling Voice," do so.
by Mr. Carter, there will be short
lectures by Miss Grace Walker ex- New Method Dye Works
DISTINCTIVE
plaining the nature and mood of
******
Paul Carpenter
each of the spirituals to be sung.
11 West Parker
PHOTOGRAPHY
Miss Walker is an international authority on the negro spiritual and
CLEANING and PRESSING
That LUCKY tab! Moisture-Proof
has lectured at Oxford and at GeTEL. 3620
Cellophane. Sealed tight—Ever
neva. She has recently returned
Colieyv Sfudenii
from
Europe
where
she
lectured
on
right. The Unique Humidor Packthe "The Origin of Negro Music". MOST COMPLETE AND UP-TO-DATE
age. Zip—And it's open! See the
Since she is a member of the London
Luggage Store East of Boston
Theatre Guild and has played in
HARRST- PLUMMER.
new notched tab on the top of die
many productions, it seems
quite
package. Hold down one half with
likely that she will include several
scenes from famous plays as an adyour thumb. Tear off the other
LEWISTON, MAINE.
ditional contribution to the program. 123 MAIN ST.,
half. Simple. Quick. Zip! That's all. Unique!
This is not the first joint recital
which Miss Walker and Mr. Carter
Wrapped in dust-proof, moisture-proof, germhave given, since a similar program
Upholstery — Draperies
THE BEST IN TOWN
proof Cellophane. Clean, protected, neat,
was given by them in Boston two
FOR WOMEN AND MEN
years ago and met with great sucWindow Shades
FRESH! —what could be more modern than
cess.
LUCKIES' improved Humidor package —so
Mr. Carter received his early mueasy to open! Ladies - the LUCKY TAB is
sical training at The New England
Conservatory of Music, and The Bos37% Sabattus Street
CHASE HALL
-your finger nail protection.
Tel. 3172
LEWISTON
ton Conservatory of Music. His home
is in Maiden, Mass. where he received his secondary school education.
Two Best Places To Eat—at
He has sung at a number of Bates
For GOOD CLOTHES and
/Rode of the finest tobaccos-the Cream off
Alumni Reunions in
Boston and
many Crops-LUCKY STRIKE alone offers the
FURNISHINGS
Portland, and he also sang art tb-e
opening of The Statler Hotel in^osthroat protection of the exclusive "TOASTING"
ton. His work with the Glee club
Process which includes the use of modern
has been especially good and,has atSteaks, Chops and Home Made Plea
Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS.
tracted considerable notice in Maine
Yotir Throot Protection — ogoinst Irritqtion—ag plnst cough
Ultra Violet Rays-the process that expels cerAH Sport News by Radio* While Yon Hat
Musical circles. He is best known 8pe«ial discount gi»en to college studeats
Bates Street,
Le wist on, Maine.
tain harsh, biting irritants naturally present in
to the student body at large through
And Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps
every tobacco leaf.These expelled irritants are
his beautiful rendition of the "Bates
Smoker Song" at Student Asnot present in your LUCKY STRIKE. "They're out
that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Frosh
semblies.
v
—so they can't be M" No wonder LUCKIES
Tickets for tils concert ar« soon
SELL
to be put on sale to the public. At
. are always kind to your throat.
"TUNE IN—The Lucky Stj-ike Dance Hour, every Tuesday,
present
advance
reservations
may
be
Thursday and Saturday evening over N. B. C. networks.
made through Prof. Robert Berkel140 LISBON STREET,
LEWISTON
meah or Prof. Sheldon T. Crafts.

Carter training in languages

Coburn Classical
To Tackle Frosh
Team On Friday

Frocks for
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Hecker-Franson Needlecraft Shop

Say it with Ice Cream

QEORQE A. ROSS

DEUTSCHER VEREIN

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
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PRINTERS AND

'it's a
Truly Modern
Cigarette

BOOKBINDERS
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HUSKIES BOW TO
ff***"*
Do
BATES HARRIERS " %Z H
Greenieaf, Nortiieaitern captain and star, ^^Jp^aBM
seniors who will don Garnet
' Sent —Coach Thompson's men finish in group fourteen
toga for the last time. Of this group
there are five men who are playing
•—Whitten and Jellison set pace
Finishing hand in
hand,
eight
Bales crow-country runner.- ma-ae>•
perfect score, 15-55, against a N0"°;
eastern team over the a™"?"* ™e
Hill course last Saturday forenoon.
The victory was the fir*! te«*3*£
tory for Bates this season. rittW
Whitten and Jellison have finished
.in the first two places in every race
run by the Garnet harrier* UW» lar
The eight Bates runner* to nnisn
the run, which owing to rams a few
days previous, wae made over
boggy, wet course,
were
Nonnan
Whitten, Rueell Jellison. Paul Carpenter, Norman Cole, WHIM FurtRaywengler, Sumner
Raymond,
Adams.
jnond Butler, and Arnold
Morang,
first
Northeastern
'man
finished ninth, followed by Rodham
in tenth place.
Allison of Bates
finished eleventh. North-astern then
placed men in twelfth, thirteenth
and fourtheenth places with other
Bates and visiting runner* strung
out behind.
By placing a team in » tie for
first place, Bates repeated a feat it
performed against the same
team.
Northeastern, in Boston
last year,
when the New England championship team finished arm in arm over
the Franklin Park course.
Bates leading runners,
Whitten
:md Jellison, were not at all pressed
to complete the race, finished in slow
time, at least three minutes behind
the time of the Bates-Maine meet a
week ago.
The Northeastern team, however,
was greatly handicapped by the loss
of its captain, Bob Greenleaf. who
was expected to give Jellison and
Whitten a run. and who. if he had
been in the Tace. would probably
have prevented Bates from finishing
in a solid line for first place..
Coach Thompson will now turn his
men toward Boston, where the New
England cross country intercollegiate championships will
be run
in
Franklin Park. Bales
is defending
champion in this Tace, but is not expected to win again, although it is

their third year of varsity football.
Pete Volicenti and Norm McDoi; I have alternated in colling sigfor the
first team since their
initial appearance on the squad as
sophomores. Last year Valicenti was
an almost
unanimous
choice for
quarter-back on the All-Maine team.
Three others.
Sid Farrell,
Ray
M,r;usk.y. and Cal Chamberlain, all
backfietd. men.
have
also
played
varsity football since
their sophomore year. Ferrell and
McOlusky
both gained positions on
the mythical All-Maine team of 1930.
Ted Brown. Ben White, and Abe
Mandelstam are playing their second
►ear of Bates football. White was
honored in his first year of football
by gaining one of the tackle positions on ;!i" 1929 All-Maine aggregation.
Bernie Sprafke who reported for
football this fall for the first time
has teamed up with Brud King to
civ
Bates one of the fastest pair of
halfbacks in recent years, Eugene
■more Jekanoski. after
being
Bates Freshman gridders defeated a plucky team from Bucksport forced out of active service by a
in the Mass.
Seminary, the Friday afternoon, by broken leg received
a score of 6-0. The game was
not State came a year ago. returned this
an outstanding
particularly spectacular and no real year and turned in
last
battle developed until late
in
the game ail end against Bowdoin
final quarter when the visitors. Bear- Saturday.
Max Gordon
has been
on
the
ing the Freshman goalposts, worked
gamely to score but were not suc- -rial for three years and was the
only backfiokl man
to
play
four
cessful. Most of the game tree i>:
la against Harvard in 1929.
in Bucksport
territory,
with
the
Williams, Maybury.
and
Wing
Frosh threatening continually.
The single score of the game came have also been on the squad for
and
all saw
action
in the second period* when the yearl- three yeans,
ings, starting a march on the Bucks- against Bowdoin.
This group of seniors began their
port 33 yard-line, ended their attack
when Pricher. left half-back, skirt- football careers at Bates as members
ed left end for the deriding score. of Coach Dave Morey'e first Garnet
for three
years
have
Stone's attempt at a placemen* kick|s<tafl I an 1
for the extra point
was
blocked, j worked under Coach Morey to help
Pricher. taking the ball on the 331 produce the most successful epoch
yard line, shook off three ladders in the annals of Bates football hisand whirled to the in yard stripe tory.
before being downed.
Quarterback
Murphy. Berry. Farrell. and RickValicenti then went for a gain
of
seven yards, and Pricher.
on
the i i had a Huntington school reunion
next play took the ball over for the as the first three look turns in stoping the latter.
score.

looked for that Whitten and Jellison
will place among the leaders.
The summary of Saturday's race
is as follows: Whitten. Jellison, Carpenter. Cole, Furtwengler. Raymond.
Butler .and Adams all of Bates tied
for first place.
Morang, N. K . 9, Rodham, N. K .
in; Allison. Bates, 11; Lawrence,
Bates. 12; Weaver. N K.. 12: Bradford. N. E.. 14: Amrk'.n. Batts. 15;
Pratt. N. E., 16; Itarn y. N. E., 17,
and Hall, Bates. IS.
Bates 15. Northeastern, 55. Time
29 min 21 6ec.

Frosh Gridsters
Defeat Bucksport
By Touchdown

Bobcat Eleven
Faces Colby
Armistice Day
By Frank H. Byron
Although Maine nearly
has the
State Series pennant in its grasp for
the current year and
may have it
away in moth balls
by Armistice
Day nevertheless
the Bobcat
and
the Mule will forget the Armistice
for a few hours, November 11, and
the battle between these two strong
teams may be the hardest fought
of the State Series.
For the past
two years this game
has been the
climax
of the
State
Series
and
though it may not have
such importance this year, pending the outcome of the Bowdoin-Maine game,
the records of both teams
against
the other Maine colleges seems to
point toward a close score and an
even contest.
Colby shows late season power
The closeness of the
games between the two colleges for several
years and also the fact that this is
the final game for both teams has
made it assume the position of the
major struggle on the schedule of
each team. Colby had a rather dismal season up to the beginning of
the State games being defeated by
Brown. Springfield and Tufts
and
winning only from a weak Vermont
team. Starting with the Series the
Roundymen showed its usual late
season power and has been a threat
to all its opponents.
Bates has pursued winning ways
for the most of the season winning
from Arnold. Norwich,
Rhode Island and
Bowdoin
and losing to
Harvard and the U. of M. The records of both teams
in the State
Series are
much
the
same both
winning from Bowdoin
and losing
to the school along the Penobscot.
Comparisons
are
said to
be
odious and especially
so comparative scores, but still
they are the
staff of life to any sports writer and
so here goes. Colby broke through
for its first win of the season over
the University
of Vermont.
This
was a close game and the Mule won
by a touchdown.
Bates
walloped
Norwich by a 34-0 score and then
the Cadets took over the Vermont
team last Saturday by a 24-6 score.

w

t

rather have a Chesterfield
now we
why...
Three Stars of
'Ziegfeld Follies of 193."
Helen Morgan (on piano)
Ruth Etting (at right)

and
Harry Kichman

By this comparison the Bobcat must
have a quite an edge in
scoring
punch but still
the fact that
we
must take the Colby system into account makes
it mean
less
than
nothing.
Colby has always pointed toward
the State Series seemingly to a
greater extent than the other Maine
elevens and its early season record
does not bother Mayflower Hill
boys
at
all.
Put
all
the
Colby pre-series losses for the past
number of years on top of one another and
you will have
quite a
pile, but on
the other hand
the
number of
times that
Colby has
been
badly beaten
in the
Stale
games
for the
same
years,
up
against such powerful teams as the
U. of M. and then Bates put on the
barred field amounts just about to
zero.
Bates however
has any
mental
disadvantage of a string of consecutive victories all put away and the
Bobcat will be flighting to the last
drop to make it three in a row over
the Mule as they did over Bowdoin
last Saturday, and the showing of
the teams and study of both squads
seems to give the Garnet
a slight
pre-game edge.

Continued from page 1
although
Murphy.
Berry,
White,
demons. Soba and Secor
were all
big defense barriers.
For Bowdoin the defensive
play
of Bilodeau and Milliken
was especially
fine, and
Bteker
in the
backfield was a constant threat.
The summary is:
. _
....
Bates <»<>)
, CO) Bowdoin
Jekanosky. Dobravolsky, le . . . •
re. Barton, McKenne;
Berry. Gorham, Wing, It. . . . . •
rt. Loring, Gould
White Gordan, lg. . • ■ rg. Torrey
demons. Knowles. Thorp, c . . .
...... c. Milliken, Davis
Soba. Mandelstam, rg. ■ • • •_*;lg. Bilodeau, Archibald
Secor. Hall. Flynn. rt. . . ■ • •
It. Hay, D'Arcy
Murphy, Toomey, Italia, re . • •
le, Larsen, Miller

"TASTE BETTER"—you'll like as many
as you smoke! That's what more smokers
are learning every day. Not over-sweetened, but just sweet enough for constant
enjoyment. The mild, rich flavor of the
finest Turkish and Domestic tobaccos.
"THEY SATISFY"—in every way! The
tobacco, the paper, the package... everything about Chesterfield is the best that
money can buyorthat science knows about!
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We wonder if the various sports
writers throughout the State
will
take time enough away from thenbantering to compose All-Maine teams
for their respective publications.
—
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Bates seems
to be clicking better than ever before
this season.
Coach Morey has obtained two combinations of backs who can go places
and both these sets will see plenty
ot action in the final game. Bates
has had a lot of good backfield material this
year and
the greatest
difficulty has been
in getting the
right combinations.
With
Brown.
Farrel and
Chamberlain
in there
Bates has a set of backs
who are
shifty and
hard hitting
and who
can play havoc with
many a good
opposing line.
Sprafke, King
and
McCluskey are fast, can do a bit or
passing and running the ends and
are a great defensive trio.
McCarthy, Fireman and Wllmot are strong
replacements who may see action in
getting a bit more
experience for
the next season.
Valicenti
who has
been
a bit
handicapped by injuries will probably be in good shape for the game
and this snappy quarterback who has
been plenty of poison for the Mule
for two years will be set for another
crack at him. McCluskey and MacDonald are in good shape
so this
position will be well taken care of.
The fact that Bates has been scored
on only once this year outside of
the Harvard game speaks well for
the line and its fine defensive stand
against Maine leaves no doubt of its
ability.
Colby has a wealth
of backs in
Johnstone. Daven, Alden, Peabody,
Violette, Foley and Nelson. In Colby's
touchddown
march
against
Maine. Foley threw a couple of long
pusses that
were both
completed
for long gains and it will do Bates
no harm
to keep an eye
on this
player in the coming fray.
(Several Bates players are taking
part in their
last game.
Gorham.
Gordan, Mandelstam. McDonald, Jekanowskl, Valicenti, White, FarreU.
Sprafke, Chamberlain and Ray McCluskey play their
last game for
Bates and leave many a problem to
be solved for next year.
However
Bates has a strong squad of players
to fill these places netx year
and
the
Garnet
should have
another
good gridiron machine In prospect.
:of

"MILDER"—smoke as many as you like!
That's what every Chesterfield smoker
knows . . . and it's not hard to prove, ]
either. Just try this blend of milder,
riper tobaccos!

'."'
lh M. Brown, Hubbard
Chamberlain, Ray M*!"^"^berry, fb - • tb- Richardson
Score by periods:
Touchdowns made by King
»
Bates
0 18 6 6-30
Touchdowns made by King
3
Sprafke. Soba. Umpire OBrien, Referee
Swaffield,
Head
Linesman.
Rogers. Field Judge, Mahan. Time
4-15s.

Good Clothing

Bowdoin games show nothing
Nothing much can
be garnered
from the
performances
of either
team against Bowdoin. The comparative scores 32-6
in the
ColbyBowdoin game and
30-0
in
the
Bates-Bowdoin game do not seem to
point to an edge for
either team.
But one
touchdown
more-or-less
against this weakest Bowdoin team
In years did not mean a great deal
in either game as any spectator can
say. In fact
the Bowdoin
line in
both games seemed
to be a deponent of the Yale Dartmouth theory
of "What
is a defense anyway?"
and carried it to
still another extreme and might ask "What is an
offense?"
A little more can be drawn from
the
performances
of both
teams
against Maine. Maine's victory over
the Bobcat was not as decisive
as
the Maine victory over Colby.
Although the Bear flashed a nice attack against Bates during the first
half to get the margin
of victory,
the Bobcat came back in the second!
period and for the most of the remainder of the game had an edge
on the Maine team. The Garnet line
showed well against Maine for most
of the game and during the second
half stopped the Pale Blue attack
so completely that they did not get
a single first down.
In fact Bates
led in the number
of first downs,
11 to 8.
On the other hand
Maine
was
pretty well
the master of
Colby
throughout the game at Waterville
although a great passing attack in
the final period gave
the Mule a
well-earned
touchdown
for their
only score. Maine
put on
several
sustained offensives and seemed to
have little trouble
in grinding out
the necessary yardage through the
Colby frontier. Colby fans however
answer that the difference was in
the fact that Gil Robertshaw
was
not in the Bates game to vent his
dynamite on the Bates line. Be it as
It may Maine got 17 first downs to
nine for Colby and the Colby line
did not seem to measure up to the
Colby forward wall of the previous
years.
Both
teams
seemed
to
come
through their recent games in fairly
good shape although "Paddy" Davan was injured in the Colby-Maine
game and his team slowed up considerably when
he left the game.
According to latest reports
Davan
will be in there for the Bates struggle, in good condition.
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Farrell. Sprafke. Wilmont, Fireman.

We cafc show you » varied selection of

Bobcats have two good backflelds

Three mighty

McDonald. Valicenti, Ralph
McCluskey, qb
,
oh Gatchell, Backauowsky, Sumner
T. Brown. King, McCarthy, Williams

Bobcats Down Bowdoin

Crackers, fruit, milk or nuts are
the only in between meal tid-bits
that the girls who want to make the
C. li. A. teams axe allowed. By a set
of new training rudes, double chocolate marsbmallow
sundaes
and a
pack or cigarettes a day have been
wiped out.
Even as they are now,
these rules are much more lenient
than
Bates sportswomen are accustomed to.
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STANDARD
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of aU kinds

BARNST0NE-0SG00D

TIME
COMPANY

Fred C. McKenney
64 Sabattns

Jewelers

Street

CITIES SERVICE GASOLINE
and LUBRICATING OILS
WASHING and GREASING
Nearest

Gasoline

Station

to

50 LISBON STREET
Lewiston. Maine

College

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME

FLANDERS
College Men Appreciate Our Clothes
AUBURN, MAINE

62 COURT STRBHT

RUBBER and OIL CLOTHING and all kinds of
Canvas and Rubber Footwear
LEWISTON RUBBER COMPANY
AUGUSTA

LEWISTON

INSURED CABS

Arthur "Gilli" Dnmals

Israel Winner

TAXI CALL 4040 TAXI
"1 Hour Service

For Real Courteous Service

25 Cents Local Bats

UNION SQUARE TAXI CO., 171 Main Street
LEWISTON MAINE

+—

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing
HOUR

<l

SERVICE

THE QUALITY SHOP"
TeL 1817-W

Minutes from the Campus

PEOPLES SHOE SHOP
TIIP

33

Moccasin House

SABATTUS

STREET

DEALER IN HIGH GRADE MOCCASINS,
TENNIS SHOES AND RUBBERS
SHOES REPAIRED AND RECONDITIONED TO LOOK LIKE N iW

R. W. CLARK

Registered Druggist
Pure Drugs and Medicines
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also. APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street

LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students
Coinpiiments of

LEWISTON MONUMENTAL
WORKS

J. W. White Co.

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
James P. Mnrphj Co.
6 to

10 Bates St., LEWISTON.
Telephone 4634 -R

GOOGIN

Lewiston Shoe Hospital

COAL and WOOD

We Specialize in

7

FUEL OO.

1801
Phones
114 Bites Street
LEWISTON

1800
67 Elm Street
AUBURN

HOT TOASTED SANDWICHES

SABATTUS ST.

REPAIRING LOTUS SHOES
Agent, Johnny Rogers. 9 Ease P«"«
The total

amount

fven

to

ins-

Pastry and Hot Ooffee
at our Fountain

Jordan's Drug Store
ON THE CORNER

51 COLLEGE STREET

_

gested that these sums be added to
leneral endowment and applied to
Increase of professor's salaries.

